PSMailers

™

The complete pressure seal solution –
equipment and documents – all in one package.
Ideal for Checks, Invoices, Direct Deposit, Grade Cards, Direct Mail, and more!

Introducing New PSMailers Pressure Seal Machines
Smart. Strategic. Simple.
The Complete Solution saving you Money, Time and Resources!
One-piece sheet folds and seals to become the envelope.
Streamline your daily business tasks with the affordable PSMailers pressure seal self-mailer,
designed to fold and seal in less time than conventional mailing. There are seven PSMailers
models to choose from, one for every size or volume business. Checks and forms are available
in most popular fold types and are guaranteed to work with our equipment.

PSM1800

PSM3000 / PSM3000C

PSM5000

The PSM1800 makes pressure
seal a viable option for small
business. It brings all the pressure
sealer capabilities to customers
processing as few as 6,500
documents per year. It folds and
seals all popular fold types with
adjustable fold plates.

The PSM3000 is an affordable
desktop solution providing a
good fit for small business looking
to streamline their document
processing. Designed for low
volume mailings, this folder/sealer
has a processing throughput
of up to 3,000 forms per hour
(PSM3000C includes counter).

The PSM5000 delivers unparalleled
value to the pressure seal market.
Ideal for small to midrange users,
it includes an integrated conveyor
output system to maintain document processing order. A digital
counter with a batch-counting
mode is provided for accurate
record-keeping and document
processing. The robust duty cycle,
combined with the unique bottom
feed system, enables maximum
return on your investment!

Ask about PSMailers Print Program offering unlimited options for any size business.

PSM7000

PSM10K

The PSM7000 is an integrated folder/sealer with an
impressive 7,000 sheets per hour to satisfy even the
tightest deadlines. The integrated conveyor output
system helps move your forms in a seamless paper
stream, while maintaining processing order. The
user-friendly, robust duty cycle makes the
PSM7000
attractive to medium volume, mid-sized organizations.

PSM6400-4

PSM6500

The PSM6400-4 is a streamlined system bringing
a superb cost-to-value ratio and delivering up to
65 mail-ready pieces per minute. By pairing with
HP technology, the PSM6400-4 also offers secure
professional printing.

Document Fold Types

Z-Fold
(the most
popular)

C-Fold

Eccentric
Z-Fold (EZ)

Eccentric
C-Fold (EC)

The PSM10K is an integrated folder/sealer designed
for organizations with high-volume applications. The
integrated conveyor output system helps move your
forms in a seamless paper stream, while maintaining
the processing order.

The PSM6500 stand-alone folder/sealer system is
ideal for small to midrange users. It folds and seals all
popular fold styles eliminating folding, stuffing and
sealing, all with no add-on parts or additional charges.
The PSM6500 can also be used as a folder to quickly
prepare promotional materials or other office corre spondence requiring a standard or windowed envelope.

Z-Fold, Extra
Voucher (ZX)

V-Fold
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